This paper introduces the DES encryption algorithm and the characteristics of chaotic encryption algorithm, and propose a kind of hybrid encryption algorithm based on Rossler chaos equations and 3DES. The algorithm generate 3DES cryptographic key by Rossler chaos equations, and expand the 3DES encryption algorithm cryptographic key space. Simultaneously we realize this algorithm by using C++ procedure , the numerical simulation results show that the algorithm is feasible.
Encryption scheme of chaos system
Rossler system is typical three dimensional chaotic system，generated the chaotic sequences mainly has the following advantages ： First, chaotic system is extremely sensitive to initial condition ； Second, chaos is produced by deterministic nonlinear systems, which has noise-like, broadband frequency spectrum character, it is pseudorandom, reproducible phenomena; Third, uniform distribution of the chaotic system state；Fourth, nonlinear.
The original chaotic floating-point sequence is a single chaotic variables through the Rossler system and high dimensional system to produce sequence password, it also can be the combination of multiple variables，so the design and application of the sequence password are more flexible and convenient，it has more space and enhanced security, improved accuracy of limited by short cycle effect. The DES algorithm to encrypt and decrypt using the same set of algorithms, but the use of sub-key in reverse order, the decryption process is simply contrary to the order of sub-key, one can get the original image.
A new chaotic encryption algorithm is presented, which overcomes the limitation of Logistic map and Henon map. The scheme will use chaotic numbers as encryption keys based on the analysis of the principium of DES encryption and the weak relativity between the generation of sub-key and the critical arithmetic. The new algorithm is perfectly emanative, real-time and security.
Simulation
Using C + + programming, debugging and running in the VS2008 environment applications, the numerical simulation, the results are as follows:
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Safety analysis
Encryption algorithm in this article uses the combining method of traditional encryption algorithms and chaotic encryption algorithm. It greatly improves the safety performance of the system. Key generated by the chaotic system, which makes each packet key is dynamically changed, each packet of the key space is huge. The other hand, the security of the encryption algorithm in this article do not depend on the confidentiality of the algorithm, even if the decryption master chaotic systems, mere speculation is almost impossible to get these critical values, which ensure that this encryption algorithm can effectively resistance to brute-force attack.
Simulation results and security analyses show that the proposed cryptosystem has large key space and high sensitivity to key and plaintext, and can resist the brute attack and statistical attack.
Conclusion
A scheme of image secure communication is presented. The image is encrypted by chaotic sequence combined with DES algorithm at the transmitter. Accordingly, the received signal is decrypted. Taking advantages of chaotic sequence and DES algorithm, the communication system is securer than that using any encryption technique lonely. The computer simulation results show that the proposed image secure communication scheme is effective.
